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because it was lack of faith., reinforce that social evil. He knew
that the party had reached its limits; it would have now to com-
promise and he could not sec that the Papen of the Minister
speech was so bad a partner with whom to compromise. In
temporary alliance with him he saw the chance of saving the
party; otherwise he saw it condemned to the slow decay that is
the result of an opposition which the party knows is futile.
From now on, contrary to all his earlier policy, he began to
press for giving support to Papen—on terms. It was not now a
question of gaining but of holding ground. Hold it now and the
advance could be resumed later. For the moment Hitler, whether
he participated himself or kept the holy symbol as apart as the
Graal, must transfer the fight for power from the polls to within
the government* Outside the government they had no chance;
inside it the better brains and the cleverer tactics would win and
the possession of the former and real ability at the latter had never
been distinguishing characteristics of the clique now ruling—an
optimistic view hardly borne out by recent events. If as a result
of that stark opposition to which the chancellor had alluded he
was driven to look elsewhere, the Republicans had won after all,
and with the return of prosperity the prcsidial republic might go
on for ever. The old party system was dead, but it would arise
again unless National Socialism resolved to bury it and profit by
its demise. There need be no humiliation; all that was needed
was a qualified acceptance of the not very luxuriant olive branch
already held out. At the very least let there be a policy of tolera-
tion. He pressed his view steadily in the party councils and got
curious support; Frick, the hero of the Thuringian babies' prayer,
Feder, still the official theorist of the party, Rosenberg, still the
leading publicist of the movement. The mere fact that Strasser
was advocating one course, determined Goering and Goebbels for
another and the less important leaders by conviction or cynically
took one or other side. As usual Hitler sided with the minority;
stark opposition was to be the order of the day and "Remember
Potempa" its slogan, with, of course, no line of intrigue being
neglected. Goering departed for Berlin to hatch the great plot
that was to unseat the chancellor, leaving behind him a leader

